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Background: Virtual monochromatic image (VMI) combined with orthopedic metal artifact reduction 
algorithms (VMI + O-MAR) can effectively reduce artifacts caused by metal implants of different types. 
Nevertheless, so far, no study has systematically evaluated the efficacy of VMI + O-MAR in reducing 
various types of metal artifacts induced by 125I seeds. The aim of this study was to assess the effectiveness 
of combining spectral computed tomography (CT) images with O-MAR in reducing metal artifacts and 
improving the image quality affected by artifacts in patients after 125I radioactive seeds implantation (RSI).
Methods: A total of 45 patients who underwent dual-layer detector spectral CT (DLCT; IQon, Philips 
Healthcare) scanning of mediastinal and hepatic tumors after 125I RSI were retrospectively included. Spectral 
data were reconstructed into conventional image (CI), VMI, CI combined with O-MAR (CI + O-MAR), 
and VMI + O-MAR to evaluate the de-artifact effect and image quality improvement. Objective indicators 
included signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), and artifact index (AI) of lesions 
affected by artifacts. Subjective indicators included assessment of overcorrected artifacts and new artifacts, 
different morphology of artifacts, and overall image quality. 
Results: In artifact-affected lesion areas, SNR and CNR in the CI/VMI + O-MAR groups were better 
than those in CI groups (all P values <0.05). The AI showed a downward trend as VMI keV increased (all 
P values <0.001). The AI values of the CI/VMI (50–150 keV) group were all higher than the groups of CI/
VMI + O-MAR (50–150 keV) (P<0.001). Overcorrection artifacts and new artifacts were concentrated in the 
VMI50/70 keV groups. In the evaluation of artifact morphology, as the VMI keV increased, the number of 
near-field banding artifacts in hyperdense artifacts gradually decreased, whereas the number of minimal or no 
artifacts increased, and the total number of hyperdense artifacts were decreased. The diagnostic and image 
quality scores of hyperdense artifacts were higher than those of hypodense artifacts as VMI keV increased. 
Conclusions: High VMI level combined with O-MAR substantially improve objective and subjective 
image quality, lesion display ability, and diagnostic confidence of CT follow-up after 125I RSI, especially at 
the VMI + O-MAR 150 keV level.
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Introduction

In tumor radiotherapy, interstitial permanent brachytherapy 
(BT) has gradually become one of the primary techniques 
in radiotherapy. Due to the short radiation distance of 
125I seeds, it can provide more precise radiation doses to 
the tumor compared with external beam radiotherapy 
(EBRT), while applying the minimal radiation dose to 
adjacent normal tissues, thus improving patient tolerance 
and safety (1,2). Conventional computed tomography (CT) 
is the most commonly used non-invasive and repeatable 
examination for postoperative evaluation following 
125I seeds implantation which can effectively assess the 
displacement and re-distribution of the 125I seeds (3). 
Meanwhile, according to the Response Evaluation Criteria 
in Solid Tumors (RECIST) score established by World 
Health Organization (WHO), conventional CT scans can 
be used to evaluate the maximum diameter of target lesions, 
degree of reduction of tumor necrosis areas (TNA), and 
surrounding lymph nodes (1,3-7). However, the hypo-/
hyperdense artifacts produced by 125I particle implantation 
severely affect the image quality and the evaluation of 
postoperative efficacy by covering the surrounding tissues. 
Metallic artifacts are severely affected by photon starvation 
and beam hardening effects, which significantly degrade the 
image quality of CT images. Photon starvation occurs due 
to the considerable absorption of low-energy photons by 
high-density and high-atomic-number metallic implants. 
This phenomenon leads to an increase in noise and loss 
of projection data, ultimately resulting in the formation 
of hypodense artifacts in reconstructed images (8). Beam-
hardening artifacts are caused by a phenomenon in which 
the high density and high atomic number of metallic objects 
cause the absorption of a significant number of low-energy 
photons when exposed to X-rays (9).

In recent years, virtual monoenergetic image (VMI) 
has achieved a substantial reduction in beam-hardening 
artifacts by reconstructing high VMI level images, 
minimizing the absorption of low-energy photons by 
metallic objects. Simultaneously, orthopedic metal 

artifact reduction algorithms (O-MAR) could partially 
correct photon starvation artifacts by modifying both the 
projection and image data of conventional CT scans (10-13).  
More importantly, multiple studies have shown that VMI 
combined with O-MAR can effectively reduce the photon 
starvation and beam-hardening artifacts caused by metal 
implants of different types, and hypodense artifacts are 
predominantly caused by photon starvation (14-16). The 
purpose of this study was to investigate the potential of 
dual-layer detector spectral CT (DLCT)-derived VMI 
and O-MAR reconstructions as their combination (VMI 
+ O-MAR) for metal artifact reduction and improvement 
of image quality in patients who underwent 125I seeds 
implantation. We present this article in accordance with 
the STROBE reporting checklist (available at https://qims.
amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/qims-23-843/rc).

Methods

Patient population

This retrospective study was conducted in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013) and 
approved by the Institutional Review Board of The First 
Affiliated Hospital of Zhengzhou University (No. 2022-
KY-1396). Individual consent for this retrospective analysis 
was waived. The study involved 52 postoperative patients 
who had undergone 125I seeds implantation at the First 
Affiliated Hospital of Zhengzhou University between 
September 2022 and January 2023. The 125I seeds were 
made up of cylindrical entities with a diameter of 0.8 mm 
and a length of 4.5 mm, encased in titanium metal. The 
average number of 125I seeds was 25.5 (range, 10 to 35). 
The inclusion criteria were as follows: (I) patients who had 
undergone 125I seeds implantation for thoracic and liver 
tumors and required follow-up DLCT scans; (II) age of 
18 years or above; (III) body mass index (BMI) <28 kg/m2. 
The exclusion criteria were as follows: (I) allergic reactions 
to iodinated contrast agents; (II) presence of other metal 
implants in addition to 125I particles in the patient’s body; 
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(III) incomplete or missing CT images. The workflow of 
the experimental design is depicted in Figure 1, which shows 
the flow chart of the population selection. Finally, a total of 
45 patients were available for our final analysis, including 
24 males and 21 females. The mean age of the participants 
was 57.5±10.54 years, ranging from 23 to 80 years. Among 
them, there were 10 cases of mediastinal tumors, 12 cases 
of hepatocellular carcinoma, 6 cases of cholangiocarcinoma, 
and 17 cases of liver metastatic tumors. For each patient, 
the slice with the most significant artifact was selected for 
assessment, resulting in a total of 45 slices. 

Image acquisition and reconstruction

DLCT (IQon; Philips Healthcare, Andover, MA, USA) 

was used to perform helical scans of the chest and upper 
abdomen. The patients were directed to lie on their backs, 
and the scanning range covered from the lung apex to the 
lower edge of the liver. The scanning parameters were 
as follows: tube voltage 120 kV, automatic tube current 
technology (100–350 mAs), pitch ratio 1:1, rotation time  
0.5 s, slice thickness 1 mm, interlayer spacing 1 mm, 
matrix size 512×512, and a dose right index of 20. The 
reconstruction parameters used were iDose4, level 4. After 
the non-contrast CT scan, iodinated contrast agent iohexol 
(350 mgI/mL) at a dose of 1.2 mL/kg was injected via the 
right antecubital vein with a dual-chamber high-pressure 
injector at a flow rate of 3 mL/s, followed by 20 mL of 
saline. Using a threshold value of 150 Hounsfield units (HU) 
set at the descending aorta, arterial phase initialization 

Figure 1 Workflow of the experimental design: group and metal artifacts evaluation indicators. DLCT, dual-layer detector spectral CT; CI, 
conventional image; VMI, virtual monochromatic image; O-MAR, orthopedic metal artifact reduction algorithms; SNR, signal-to-noise 
ratio; CNR, contrast-to-noise ratio; AI, artifact index; CT, computed tomography.
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acquisition was performed 12 seconds after triggering, 
and portal venous phase image acquisition was performed  
30 seconds after arterial phase image acquisition. 

The original data were imported to post-processing 
workstation (Intellispace Portal, Philips Healthcare) to 
generate spectral-based images (SBIs) with and without 
the O-MAR algorithm (8). Then the SBIs were divided 
into conventional image (CI), VMI with 6 levels of 50, 
70, 90, 110, 130, and 150 keV, CI combined with O-MAR 
(CI + O-MAR), and VMI combined with O-MAR (VMI 
+ O-MAR). We selected the VMI reconstruction range of 
50–150 keV to assess the effectiveness of each energy level 
in VMI images and the impact of fusion with O-MAR in 
artifact reduction as multiple studies had indicated that the 
optimal VMI level range for reducing artifacts was between 
70–140 keV (9). For all sets of reconstructed CT images 
for each patient, the slice with the most prominent artifacts 
was selected to assess image quality and the effectiveness of 
artifact removal.

Objective analysis

Objective and subjective evaluation of images was 
performed on post-processing workstation (Intellispace 
Portal, Philips Healthcare) non-enhanced images were 
used for objective analysis. For each patient, the slice with 
the most significant artifact was selected for assessment. In 
the images of CI groups, regions of interest (ROI) ranging 
from 15 to 30 mm2 were respectively placed in the area 
of most pronounced hypoattenuating artifact (ROIL), the 

most pronounced hyperattenuating artifact (ROIH), and 
the soft tissue areas affected by artifacts (ROIT). ROIT that 
were partially covered by the artifacts but partially visible 
outside the range of 1 cm adjacent to the metal, the left 
vertebral muscle (ROIM), and adipose tissue regions (ROIA) 
of the same slice were selected. Then, all ROIs were copied 
to the corresponding slices of the VMI, CI + O-MAR, 
and VMI + O-MAR images (Figure 2). The CT value and 
standard deviation (SD) of each ROI area were measured 
and recorded and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the 
soft-tissue region affected by artifacts on the same layer was 
calculated using the formula SNR=CTT/SDT. The contrast-
to-noise ratio (CNR) was calculated using the formula 
CNR=|CTT – CTA|/(SDT

2 + SDA
2)1/2. The artifact index 

(AI) of hypo-/hyperdense artifacts was calculated using the 
formula AI=(SDL/H

2 − SDM
2)1/2 (17). The SNR and CNR 

were used to assess the image quality of the soft tissue areas 
affected by artifacts and the AI was used to evaluate the 
intensity of the artifacts (17).

Subjective analysis

The subjective evaluation was performed by 2 radiologists 
with over 5 years of experience in tumor imaging, and the 
reconstruction method and grouping were hidden during 
the evaluation process. Meanwhile, we utilized venous phase 
images for subjective analysis. Both radiologists received 
training before the qualitative evaluation: the 2 radiologists 
blindly evaluated the overcorrection of artifacts and the 
occurrence of new artifacts, types of artifacts, and the 

Figure 2 A schematic diagram of ROI delineation. (A) CI; (B) VMI + O-MAR 150 keV image. ROI S1 represents the hypodense artifacts 
(ROIL); ROI S2 represents the hyperdense artifacts (ROIH); ROI S3 represents the soft tissue affected by metal artifacts (ROIT); ROI S4 
represents the same slice of vertebral muscle (ROIM); ROI S5 represents the same slice of adipose tissue regions (ROIA). VMI, virtual 
monochromatic image; O-MAR, orthopedic metal artifact reduction algorithms; ROI, regions of interest; CT, computed tomography; CI, 
conventional image. 
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diagnostic and image quality scores in a random selection 
of 12 sets of images. In case of any discrepancies, the 2 
radiologists reached a consensus through discussion. After 
2 weeks, a formal evaluation was conducted on the images 
with hidden reconstruction methods and groups, and the 
dataset utilized for training also underwent a reassessment. 
A 2-point system was used to evaluate whether there was 
excessive correction or new artifacts in the images: 0 points 
for images without overcorrection of existing artifacts/
new artifacts, and 1 point for images with overcorrection of 
existing artifacts/new artifacts (Figure 3). The overcorrection 
of existing artifacts was interpreted as the artifacts that 
were significantly enhanced in the position of the original 
artifacts in the CI images. The new artifacts were areas that 
were not present on CI images, accompanied by a significant 
increase in severe artifact area. Metal artifacts caused by 125I 
seeds implantation were classified into 5 categories: type a, 
near-field banding artifact; type b, near-field streak artifact; 
type c, far-field streak artifact; type d, blurred artifact; type 
e, minimal or no artifacts (Figure 4). Type a: near-field 
banding artifacts: wide artifacts of completely covered tissue 
around 125I seeds. Type b: near-field streak artifacts: narrow 
artifacts of completely covered tissue around 125I seeds. Type 
c: far-field streak artifacts: The artifacts with long distance 
and partially covered tissue. Type d: blurred artifacts: The 
artifacts of partially covered tissue around 125I seeds. Type e: 
minimal or no artifacts: The artifact were extremely short 
and not affecting the tissue around 125I seeds, or no artifacts. 
The existence and number of various types of artifacts in 

different reconstructed images were recorded. The types of 
hypo-/hyperdense artifacts in each group and total number 
of different types of artifacts were evaluated. The image 
quality scores affected by the artifacts were evaluated using 
a 5-point system in accordance with the RECIST: 5, image 
quality can completely meet diagnostic requirements, clear 
boundaries of 125I seeds, and clearly measurable lesion 
long axis with distinguishable tissue borders, and necrotic 
tissue; 4, the diagnostic efficacy was not affected by minor 
artifacts/minor artifacts affected the diagnostic efficacy 
but the 125I seeds boundaries were still recognizable, with a 
measurable lesion long axis, partially clear tissue borders, 
and necrotic tissue; 3, despite the presence of artifacts, the 
image remained suitable for diagnosis but showed slightly 
blurry 125I seeds particle edges, a partially measurable lesion 
long axis, some affected border visibility of adjacent tissues, 
and necrotic areas were still recognizable; 2, restricted 
diagnosis. The boundaries of 125I seeds were unclear in the 
image, the lesion long axis was unmeasurable, the border 
visibility of adjacent tissues was affected, and necrotic areas 
showed uneven density radiating from the artifacts with 
fuzzy recognition; 1, complete failure of diagnosis, fusion of 
metal particles with artifacts, unmeasurable lesion long axis, 
affected border visibility of adjacent tissues, and necrotic 
areas completely covered by artifacts. During the evaluation 
process, modifying window settings and using multi-planar 
reconstruction were allowed. A soft tissue window with a 
width of 60 and a level of 360 was selected for axial image 
diagnosis.

Figure 3 A schematic diagram of ROI delineation. (A) CI image; (B) VMI + O-MAR 50 keV image. The green circular region represents 
overcorrection of existing artifacts, the red rectangular region represents the new artifacts. Compared with the HU and SD values of the 
green circular area in (A), the HU and SD values in (B) are significantly enhanced. VMI, virtual monochromatic image; O-MAR, orthopedic 
metal artifact reduction algorithms; ROI, regions of interest; CT, computed tomography; CI, conventional image; HU, Hounsfield unit; SD, 
standard deviation.
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Statistical analysis

The software SPSS 25.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) 
was used for statistical analysis. Shapiro-Wilk test was 
used to test the normality of counting data. The one-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for multiple data 
with normal distributions, and Bonferroni test (uniform 
variance) or Tamhane’s test (uneven variance) was used for 
the post-hoc comparisons. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used 
for quantitative data without normal distributions. Paired 
t-test was used for the comparation between the CI/VMI 
groups and the corresponding CI/VMI + O-MAR groups. 
The kappa test was used to test the consistency of subjective 
evaluation of hypo-/hyperdense artifacts between observers: 
Kappa <0.2 indicated poor consistency, 0.2–0.4 indicated 
general consistency, 0.4–0.6 indicated moderate consistency, 
0.6–0.8 indicated strong consistency, and 0.8–1.0 indicated 
very strong consistency. A 2-tailed P value <0.05 was 
considered statistically significant.

Results

Objective analysis

The Shapiro-Wilk test revealed that the numerical values 
of all quantitative parameters (CNR, SNR, AI) followed 
a normal distribution (all P>0.05). A significant statistical 
difference was observed in the SNR values among the 
various groups in ROIT artifacts (P<0.001). Post hoc 

comparisons indicated that the SNR of the VMI + O-MAR 
(110–150 keV) group was significantly higher than that 
of the CI group (P values were 0.017, 0.007, and 0.004, 
respectively), whereas there was no statistically significant 
difference among the other groups. The comparison 
between the CI group and the CI + O-MAR group, as well 
as between the VMI group and the VMI + O-MAR group, 
was represented as CI/VMI versus CI/VMI + O-MAR. The 
paired t-test conducted between CI/VMI (50–150 keV) and 
CI/VMI + O-MAR (50–150 keV) groups revealed that the 
SNR of the CI/VMI + O-MAR (70–150 keV) group was 
significantly higher than that of the CI/VMI (70–150 keV) 
group (P values were: 0.003, 0.022, 0.008, <0.001, <0.001, 
<0.001, respectively). These results are presented in Table 1.

There was a statistically significant difference in CNR 
values among the groups (P<0.001), post hoc testing 
comparisons revealed that the CNR values of the VMI 
+ O-MAR (90–150 keV) group were significantly higher 
than those of the CI group (P values were 0.021, 0.008, 
0.005, and 0.005, respectively). In comparing different CI 
groups, the CNR of each CI/VMI + O-MAR (50–150 keV) 
group was significantly higher than that of the CI group 
(P<0.001), as demonstrated in Table 1. In addition, the SNR 
values of the CI/VMI + O-MAR (50–150 keV) groups were 
all greater than those of the CI/VMI (50–150 keV) group 
(P<0.001), as shown in Table 1. 

In the ROIH/L hypo-/hyperdense artifacts, as the VMI 
keV increased in each group of CI/VMI (50–150 keV) and 

Figure 4 A 48-year-old male who received hepatic tumor 125I seeds implantation 1 year ago and underwent DLCT examination after  
1 month. (A) CI, the ROI for the different types of artifacts observed, including: S1, hypodense near-field banding artifacts of type a; S2, 
hypo-/hyperdense near-field streak artifacts of type b; S3, hypodense far-field streak artifact of type c; S4 and S5, hyperdense blurred artifact 
of type d. (B) VMI + O-MAR 150 keV image, the ROIs for the different types of artifacts observed, including: S1 and S2, hypo-/hyperdense 
near-field streak artifacts of type b; S3–S5, minimal or no artifacts of type e. The implementation of higher VMI keV level in combination 
with O-MAR showed improvement in correcting the morphology and quantifying the number of artifacts, compared to CI image. VMI, 
virtual monochromatic image; O-MAR, orthopedic metal artifact reduction algorithms; DLCT, dual-layer detector spectral computed 
tomography; ROIs, regions of interest; CT, computed tomography; CI, conventional image.
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CI/VMI + O-MAR (50–150 keV), the AI values showed 
a decreasing trend, and the differences were statistically 
significant (P<0.001). Furthermore, in the hypo-/hyperdense 
artifacts, the AI values of the CI/VMI (50–150 keV) group 
were all higher than those of the corresponding groups of 
CI/VMI + O-MAR (50–150 keV) (P<0.001), as shown in 
Table 2. A small number of outliers were shown in objective 
indicator measurement and calculation, which might be 
related to the dispersion or clustering of the 125I seeds caused 
by tumor necrosis and almost not affecting the results.

Subjective analysis

Overcorrection of existing artifacts and new artifacts in 
each group of VMI (50–150 keV), CI + O-MAR, and VMI 
+ O-MAR (50–150 keV) are shown in Table 3. The total 
number of overcorrected existing artifacts and new artifacts 
in the VMI + O-MAR groups were less than that in the 
groups without O-MAR. In the groups without the O-MAR 
algorithm, all the overcorrection of existing artifacts and 
new artifacts were generated by the VMI + O-MAR 50 
and 70 keV groups. In the groups with O-MAR, 100% 
of overcorrection of existing artifacts and 89.8% of new 
artifacts were generated by the VMI + O-MAR 50 and  
70 keV groups.

The changes in the different types of hypo-/hyperdense 
artifacts in different groups of CI/VMI (50–150 keV) and 
CI/VMI + O-MAR (50–150 keV) are compared in Figure 5. 
As the VMI keV increased, there was a gradual reduction 
in the number of a-type banding artifacts observed in 
hyperdense artifacts, whereas the number of e-type 

minimal or no artifacts increased compared to hypodense 
artifacts. Furthermore, the total number of hyperdense 
artifacts of each type showed a decreasing trend with the 
increase of VMI keV, and the hyperdense artifacts of all 
types significantly decreased compared to the number of 
hypodense artifacts. Figure 2A depicts a post-125I seeds 
implantation CI image, shown a-type banding artifacts, 
b-type near-field streak artifacts, c-type far-field streak 
artifacts, and d-type blurred artifacts. Figure 2B illustrates 
the postoperative VMI + O-MAR150 keV image of the 
same patient, shown d-type blurred artifacts and e-type 
minimal or no artifacts.

In the image quality assessment of tissue affected by 
artifacts, as the VMI keV increased, the subjective evaluation 
scores of diagnosis and image quality of hypo-/hyperdense 
artifact region in the VMI + O-MAR (50–150 keV) group 
showed an increasing trend. Comparing the CI/VMI 
(50–150 keV) and CI/VMI + O-MAR (50–150 keV) 
groups, the image quality scores of CI/VMI + O-MAR  
(50–150 keV) were higher in each VMI keV level. 
Meanwhile, in the comparisons between hypo-/hyperdense 
artifacts among the different VMI keV groups, there were 
significant differences in both the image quality scores for 
each VMI keV level both in hypo-/hyperdense artifacts 
between the CI/VMI and CI/VMI + O-MAR groups 
(P<0.05), as shown in Figure 6, with kappa values of 0.63 
and 0.70, respectively, for hypo-/hyperdense artifacts.

Discussion

This study systematically evaluated the correction value 

Table 1 Paired t-tests of SNR and CNR between CI/VMI groups and CI/VMI + O-MAR groups

SNR and CNR CI
VMI

50 keV 70keV 90 keV 110 keV 130 keV 150 keV

SNR

CI 2.44±0.87 2.29±1.00 2.42±0.81 2.55±0.90 2.6±0.96 2.63±1.00 2.64±1.03

O-MAR 2.82±1.40 2.39±1.12 2.68±1.17 2.88±1.26 3.03±1.39 3.11±1.47 3.15±1.51

P value 0.003 0.541 0.022 0.008 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

CNR

CI 4.33±1.46 3.87±1.68 4.19±1.42 4.41±1.66 4.63±1.62 4.72±1.67 4.76±1.70

O-MAR 6.16±2.20 5.18±2.22 5.5±1.98 5.76±2.03 5.95±2.18 6.03±2.26 6.06±2.29

P value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Data represented as mean ± standard deviations. SNR, signal-to-noise ratio; CNR, contrast-to-noise ratio; CI, conventional image; VMI, 
virtual monochromatic image; O-MAR, orthopedic metal artifact reduction algorithms.
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Table 2 Paired t-tests of AIlow/high between CI/VMI groups and CI/VMI + O-MAR groups

AI CI
VMI

50 keV 70 keV 90 keV 110 keV 130 keV 150 keV

AILow

CI 102.00±48.26 171.29±69.32 99..09±49.26 71.24±33.62 58.43±28.62 50.72±22.79 44.36±18.83

O-MAR 50.05±28.36 105.48±49.33 58.42±22.63 45.03±24.28 33.45±20.64 31.54±15.38 28.64±14.28

P value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

AIHigh

CI 78.64±28.32 144.48±50.75 78.32±32.86 54.97±22.48 44.72±20.27 39.24±14.05 36.72±15.05

O-MAR 38.48±21.83 85.97±50.62 45.85±25.40 33.72±19.08 26.90±15.86 24.58±15.36 20.89±12.45

P value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Data represented as mean ± standard deviations. AIlow, artifact index of hypodense artifacts; AIHigh, artifact index of hyperdense artifacts; 
CI, conventional image; VMI, virtual monochromatic image; O-MAR, orthopedic metal artifact reduction algorithms.

Table 3 Overcorrection of existing artifacts and introduction of new artifacts

Variables Overcorrection of existing artifacts, n (%) Introduction of new artifacts, n (%)

CI + O-MAR

50 keV 43 (68.2) 38 (77.6)

70 keV 20 (31.7) 11 (22.4)

90 keV 0 0

110 keV 0 0

130 keV 0 0

150 keV 0 0

Total 63 (100.0) 49 (100.0)

O-MAR and VMI + O-MAR

O-MAR 0 1 (2.6)

50 keV O-MAR 38 (77.6) 29 (74.4)

70 keV O-MAR 11 (22.4) 6 (15.4)

90 keV O-MAR 0 1 (2.6)

110 keV O-MAR 0 1 (2.6)

130 keV O-MAR 0 1 (2.6)

150 keV O-MAR 0 0

Total 49 (100.0) 39 (100.0)

Overcorrection of existing artifacts and introduction of new artifacts were expressed in the number of cases; with the percentage of 
overcorrection artifacts and new artifacts to the total number of cases in parentheses. CI, conventional image; VMI, virtual monochromatic 
image; O-MAR, orthopedic metal artifact reduction; VMI + O-MAR, virtual monochromatic image combined with metal artifact reduction 
algorithms.
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of spectral VMI images combined with O-MAR for 
different types and morphologies of metallic artifacts and 
investigated its application in the postoperative follow-up 
of 125I particle implantation in patients with mediastinal 
and hepatic tumors. In the objective assessment, the 
SNR and CNR of higher VMI keV level combined with 
O-MAR were significantly improved compared to the 

CI images, whereas AI was significantly reduced. In the 
subjective assessment, the number of hypo-/hyperdense 
type-a artifacts significantly decreased, and the number of 
type-e artifacts significantly increased with higher VMI keV 
level combined with O-MAR. This effect was particularly 
pronounced in hyperdense artifacts. In terms of diagnosis 
and image quality evaluation of tissues affected by artifacts, 
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Figure 5 The various forms of artifacts utilized clustered stacked bar charts to illustrate: a, near-field banding artifacts (blue); b, near-field 
streak artifact (red); c, far-field streak artifact (purple); d, blurred artifact (green); e, minimal or no artifacts (yellow). The X-axis represents 
the groups of CI + VMI (50–150 keV) and CI + VMI (50–150 keV) + O-MAR. To facilitate a clear comparison between the hypo-/
hyperdense artifacts, each form of artifacts is presented in a paired stacked bar chart. The left side displays the total number and proportion 
of hypodense artifacts, while the right side shows the total number and proportion of hyperdense artifacts for each form. CT, computed 
tomography; CI, conventional image; VMI, virtual monochromatic image; O-MAR, orthopedic metal artifact reduction algorithms.

Figure 6 The multi-factor group box plot provides a visual representation of the subjective scores for image quality in hypo-/hyperdense 
artifacts for each group. The X-axis is divided into two sections: The first row representing the subgroup of hypo-/hyperdense artifacts in 
each group. The second row representing the CI/VMI and O-MAR groups. The CI/VMI group’s hypodense artifact affected regions are 
denoted in blue, the hyperdense artifact affected regions are shown in red. Similarly, the hypodense artifact affected regions in the CI/VMI 
+ O-MAR groups are represented in purple, and the hyperdense artifact affected regions are shown in green. CI, conventional image; VMI, 
virtual monochromatic image; O-MAR, orthopedic metal artifact reduction algorithms.
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the reduction of high-density artifacts in higher VMI 
keV level combined with O-MAR images was particularly 
significant. 

Our study showed that increasing VMI keV led to 
an increasing trend in both SNR and CNR for 125I seed 
implantation, both SNR and CNR of the CI/VMI + 
O-MAR (110–150 keV) was significantly higher than that 
of the CI group using post hoc (P<0.05), and the CI/VMI + 
O-MAR (70–150 keV) group was significantly higher than 
that of the CI/VMI (70–150 keV) group using paired t-test 
(P<0.05), particularly in the VMI + O-MAR 150 keV group. 
These findings suggested a marked improvement in the 
objective image quality of follow-up CT examination for 
patients who underwent 125I seeds implantation using VMI 
+ O-MAR 150 keV. Possibly, this was due to high VMI 
levels’ synergistic effect on beam hardening artifacts and 
O-MAR’s collaboration on photon starvation mitigation. In 
assessing image quality related to metal artifact reduction, 
SNR and CNR are common parameters used to objectively 
evaluate the quality of the reconstructed images. A study 
involving a bone implant model demonstrated that VMI 
combined with O-MAR significantly improved the SNR 
of images compared to the VMI groups. The best artifact 
reduction effect for orthopedic metal implantation was 
observed when using VMI + O-MAR at 140 keV (17). 
Another study revealed that VMI combined with MAR 
significantly increased the CNR of images following 125I 
seeds implantation. The optimal SNR and CNR values 
were achieved at VMI 80 keV(4). The disparity between 
the optimal VMI keV level in our study and previous 
literature suggested significant differences in the spectral 
imaging methods utilized in the 2 studies. In our study, 
the spectral imaging principle was based on energy CT 
imaging utilizing a dual-layer detector, whereas earlier 
research employed rapid kVp switching. A phantom study 
based on various spectral imaging methods demonstrated 
that in energy imaging with kVp switching, the background 
noise of VMI keV may exhibit significant fluctuations with 
changes in keV, particularly in the range of 70–90 VMI keV. 
In contrast, background noise remains stable in energy CT 
imaging based on a dual-layer detector. This discrepancy 
might give rise to variations in the optimal single-energy 
level across different spectral imaging platforms (18). 

AI is mainly related to the average CT value of the 
background noise and artifact regions and is an independent 
indicator for evaluating artifact load (17). In our study, 
both hypo-/hyperdense artifacts observed in the VMI and 
VMI-O + MAR groups exhibited a decreasing trend with 

increasing VMI keV. Compared with the VMI group at each 
VMI keV level, the VMI + O-MAR groups had significantly 
reduced artifacts (P<0.001). This indicates that VMI 
combined with O-MAR can further reduce the AI, leading 
to an enhancement in image quality of the artifact coverage 
regions beyond what can be achieved with VMI alone. VMI 
combined with O-MAR has been shown to be effective for 
joint metal implants, intracranial arterial embolization coils, 
and oral metal implants (19-22). A previous study indicated 
that the AI value initially increased and then decreased as 
VMI keV increased. The lowest AI value was achieved at 
a virtual monoenergetic level of 80 keV (4). Another study 
focused on artifact reduction after 125I seeds implantation 
revealed that the average SD value and AI value of artifact 
images decreased as VMI keV increased (3). In line with 
earlier research findings, this could be attributed to the 
synergistic effect of VMI in reducing beam hardening 
artifacts and O-MAR in mitigating photon starvation 
effects.

In subjective image evaluation, our study found 
that overcorrection artifacts and new artifacts were 
predominantly observed in the VMI 50–70 keV range. The 
occurrence rates of overcorrection and new artifacts in other 
VMI keV levels were significantly reduced. Overcorrection 
of existing artifacts and new artifacts have been reported in 
several studies (23,24). A previous study showed that the 
metal artifact reduction reconstruction algorithm (MAR) 
in dental implant research, overcorrection of existing 
artifacts, and new artifacts were observed at each VMI keV 
level (22). This might reflect the amplification effect of 
scatter noise under low VMI keV, resulting in increased 
intensity and area of hypo-/hyperdense artifacts (22).  
Meanwhile, compared to the VMI 50–70 keV groups, 
the VMI + O-MAR 50–70 keV groups had lower rates of 
overcorrection artifacts and new artifacts. This indicated 
that O-MAR might correct the overcorrection artifacts 
and new artifacts caused by low VMI keV. Therefore, it 
indicated that VMI below 70 keV was not suitable for metal 
artifact reduction. Our work showed that VMI combined 
with O-MAR exhibited a better artifact reduction effect at 
higher VMI keV levels and was less prone to producing new 
artifacts. 

Metal artifacts lead to a combination of factors, including 
photon starvation, beam hardening, scattering, noise, and 
edge effects (9). These factors collectively contribute to 
the generation of various types and densities of artifacts. 
Several studies have revealed that the shapes and intensities 
of metal artifacts can be altered by utilizing different artifact 
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reduction algorithms (3). Furthermore, hypodense artifacts 
are caused by photon starvation, wherein high-density and 
high atomic number metallic implants lead to the absorption 
of a significant number of low-energy photons, preventing 
these photons from reaching the detector. Meanwhile, 
hyperdense artifacts are caused by beam hardening, which 
causes greater attenuation of low-energy photons compared 
to photons with higher energy (24). Our study showed 
that in comparison to hypodense artifacts, the number of 
a-type hyperdense artifacts decreased with increasing VMI 
keV, whereas the number of e-type hyperdense artifacts 
gradually increased in higher VMI keV. More importantly, 
the occurrence of various forms of hyperdense artifacts 
was significantly lower in the VMI + O-MAR 150 keV 
group, and in image quality evaluations, subjective scores 
related to areas affected by hyperdense artifacts were higher 
than those affected by hypodense artifacts. These findings 
indicate that VMI combined with O-MAR had a superior 
correction effect on these hyperdense artifacts, and could 
be associated with the substantial correction effect of higher 
energy VMI keV on high-density artifacts induced by beam 
hardening (15). Meanwhile, our study revealed that in the 
VMI + O-MAR (50–150 keV) group, the subjective scores 
of areas affected by hypo-/hyperdense artifacts exhibited 
an increasing trend with the increment of VMI keV; this 
might be related to the synergistic interplay between 
O-MAR further correcting photon-starvation artifacts and 
the correction of beam-hardening artifacts through higher-
energy VMI keV. 

This study had some limitations. Firstly, the relatively 
small sample size, which may have impacted the statistical 
distribution of certain data. Secondly, during patient follow-
up, the clustering of 125I seeds caused by tumor necrosis 
and changes in 125I seed displacement and distribution 
might be related to the intensity of metal artifacts, and this 
phenomenon might have led to a minor number of outliers. 
Further investigations are required to better understand 
the potential impact of changes in 125I seeds displacement 
and distribution on metal artifacts during patient follow-
up. Thirdly, it is worth noting that this study only utilized 
axial images to evaluate metal artifacts. It is essential that 
radiologists should evaluate the clarity of particle borders 
and distribution using coronal/sagittal images in addition to 
axial images. 

Conclusions

Our study suggested that higher VMI keV level combined 

with O-MAR resulted in a significant improvement in 
CT image quality, particle distribution, and lesion display 
ability during follow-up CT examination in patients who 
underwent 125I seeds implantation. It was particularly 
notable at the VMI + O-MAR150 keV level. A large-scale 
prospective study is needed to substantiate our findings.
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